showed by numerical examples that reduction in setup times can, surprisingly, actually increase work in process in some cyclic production systems (that is, reduction in switchover times can increase waiting times in some polling models). We present, for polling models with exhaustive and gated service disciplines, some explicit formulas that provide additional insight and characterization of this anomaly. More specifically, we show that, for both of these models, there exist simple formulas that define for each queue a critical value z* of the mean total setup time z per cycle such that, if z õ z*, then the expected waiting time at that queue will be minimized if the server is forced to idle for a constant length of time z* 0 z every cycle; also, for the symmetric polling model, we give a simple explicit formula for the expected waiting time and the critical value z* that minimizes it.
Introduction
In their paper ''Variance Effects in Cyclic Production Systems,' ' Sarkar and Zangwill (1991) gave numerical examples that show that, in some cases, reduction in setup times (or in service times) can, surprisingly, actually increase work in process in cyclic production systems (or equivalently, waiting times in polling models). Although they offered an intuitive ''explanation'' for this anomaly, they did not characterize it in precise mathematical terms, which makes it difficult to say more than the following: The intuitively ''obvious'' fact that reducing overhead always increases efficiency is false.
Subsequently, Zangwill (1992) published in Interfaces ''The Limits of Japanese Production Theory,'' in which he claimed that examples like those in Sarkar and Zangwill (1991) ''expose a flaw'' in Japanese production theory (which stresses the benefits of reducing overhead). This led to some heated criticism resulting in three articles that appeared in Interfaces (Duenyas 1994 , Gerchak and Zhang 1994 , and McIntyre 1994 , together with a rejoinder by Zangwill and Sarkar (1994) . These articles were prefaced by a statement from the Editorin-Chief of Interfaces saying that Zangwill's (1992) article ''alone drew more response than all other articles combined'' during his editorship.
Other recent papers that have addressed this issue (the effects of switchover and/or setup times on waiting times in polling models) include Duenyas and Van Oyen (1994, 1996) , Federgruen and Katalan (1996a, b) , Gupta and Srinivasan (1996a, b) , Olsen (1996a, b) , Righter and Shanthikumar (1995) , Samaddar and Kaul (1995) , Srinivasan and Gupta (1996) , and Van Oyen (1997) .
Our objective here is not to enter the debate about Japanese production theory, but rather to cast some light on this startling anomaly by giving some explicit formulas that characterize it. That is, our purpose here is to develop simple explicit formulas for the expected waiting time as a function of the mean and variance of 3b2c 0008 Mp 1080 Wednesday Jul 22 09:17 AM Man Sci (August) 0008 the setup (switchover) times in standard polling models with either exhaustive or gated service discipline; this will provide additional insight into the counterintuitive phenomenon uncovered by Sarkar and Zangwill's numerical examples.
Our strategy is to consider the insertion of ''forced idle time'' instead of the reduction of existing setup times. Then, we explicitly show when it is possible to reduce the expected waiting time by inserting a forced idle time before or during a setup; and we specify the exact amount of forced idle time to be added to the sum of the setup times per cycle to minimize the waiting time at a given queue. (We also observe that the amount of this forced idle time will, in general, be different depending on the queue for which it is desired to minimize the expected waiting time, and that there is no single value of this sum that will simultaneously minimize the expected waiting time at every queue.)
More precisely, we give easily-computed formulas that define for each queue a critical value z* of the mean total setup time z per cycle such that, if z õ z*, then the expected waiting time at that queue can be minimized by forcing the server to be idle each cycle for a time equal to z* 0 z; and, for the symmetric polling model, we give simple closed-form formulas for the expected waiting time and the critical value z* that yields its (global) minimum value.
In §2 we define the model, state our results, and give some numerical illustrations; and in §3 we give the details of the proofs.
The Model and the Optimal Setup Times
A single server serves in cyclic order a sequence of N infinite-capacity M/G/1 queues. Queue k (k Å 1, 2, . . . , N) receives Poisson arrivals at rate l k , and has a servicetime distribution with mean service time b k and second moment We assume that a setup time Z k , with mean
, is incurred prior to each visit of the server to queue k. The arrival times, service times, and setup times are all mutually independent, and the service discipline is nonbiased (i.e., at each queue, the next customer selected for service does not depend on that customer's service time).
It may be helpful to think of Z k as the sum Z k Å R k / S k , where R k is the switchover time (the time required for the server to travel from queue k 0 1 to queue k) and S k is the setup time (the time required after the server arrives at queue k to prepare, or ''setup,'' before beginning to serve any customers at queue k). In our model, we assume that a setup time will be required whether or not there are customers waiting when the server arrives. Then, in effect, the switchover times and the setup times can be treated as being the same; and because of the context of this paper, we will henceforth refer to Z k as the setup time.
We will first limit our discussion to two standard service disciplines: exhaustive service and gated service. Extensions to more general service disciplines will be discussed in §3. With exhaustive service, the server leaves queue k only when there are no customers remaining in queue k; and with gated service, the server closes a ''gate'' behind the waiting customers when its setup at queue k is complete and leaves queue k upon completion of service of all the customers in front of the gate.
Let
. We assume that r T õ 1 (which guarantees stability) and that the system is in statistical equilibrium.
Let W k be the waiting time (from arrival epoch to start of service) of a customer at queue k. We will show that for each k, E [W k ] is convex in z; and we will derive explicit formulas for the optimal value of z, denoted by z*(k), that minimizes E[W k ]. We will also derive similar results for the special case of a symmetric polling model, where each queue has the same arrival rate, the same service-time distribution, and the same setup-time distribution. For this latter case, we will suppress the queue index k in our notation; thus, for instance, E[W] denotes the expected waiting time at any queue. We now formally state our main results.
THEOREM 1. If the service discipline is exhaustive, then
where g k is a constant given by
The coefficients : 1°i°N} in (2) are defined by 
where: (i) For k Å 1, the constants : 1°i°N; 0°c
( 1) {g i,c õ ϱ} are determined by the recursion
with the initial condition Å 1 and Å 0 for 1 õ i
0 1; and (ii) for 1 õ k°N, the constants : 1 (k) {g i,c°i°N ; 0°c õ ϱ} are determined by the same recursion (4) after renumbering the queues so that queue k becomes queue 1, queue k / 1 becomes queue 2, and so on.
In the special case of a symmetric polling model, the expected waiting time is given by the explicit formula
and the minimizing value z*(k) Å z* is the same for all queues, given by
T k where g k is a constant given by
The coefficients : 1°i°N} in (8) are defined by
where: (i) For k Å 1, the constants : 1°i°N; 0°c (1) {g i,c õ ϱ} are determined by the recursion
; and (ii) for 1 õ k°N, the constants : 1°i (k) {g i,c°N ; 0°c õ ϱ} are determined by the same recursion (10) after renumbering the queues so that queue k becomes queue 1, queue k / 1 becomes queue 2, and so on.
In the special case of a symmetric polling model, the expected waiting time is given by the explicit formula T and the minimizing value z*(k) Å z* is the same for all queues, given by
The theorems say that whenever z*(k) is larger than z, we can minimize the expected waiting time at queue k by inserting a deterministic value, equal to z*(k) 0 z, to any of the individual setup times. Furthermore, since the waiting-time distribution is invariant with respect to deterministic shifts in setup times so long as the net shift is zero , Srinivasan et al. 1995 , Federgruen and Katalan 1996a , Righter and Shanthikumar 1995 , this additional amount may be allocated in any manner among the individual setup times.
Finally, we note that it is easy to determine the optimal value z* that minimizes using the
pseudo-conservation laws (Ferguson and Aminetzah 1985 , Watson 1984 , Boxma and Groenendijk 1987 . For a number of service disciplines, the pseudoconservation laws give simple closed-form formulas that express in terms of the input param-
eters. In the case of exhaustive service, one has
The value z* that minimizes the right-hand side of (13) can be obtained by differentiation, which yields
(Similar results can be easily obtained for other service disciplines covered by the pseudo-conservation laws.) To illustrate our theorems, we will first consider the 2-queue example given in Sarkar and Zangwill (1991) (p. 448) . Their example assumes that the service times are constant and the service discipline is exhaustive, with the following parameters: An important observation regarding the theorems is that the optimal value z*(k) in both (1) and (7) are explicit nondecreasing functions of g k , and hence of the variances of the individual setup times (cf. (2) and (8) In the remainder of this section, we will consider the symmetric polling model in more detail, since in this case the formulas are much simpler; and we will also restrict ourselves to exhaustive service. To illustrate the effect of the insertion of a fixed forced idle time (allocated uniformly across all queues), we assume that at each queue, the setup time is a sum of two components: a variable amount Z, which can be thought of as the ''original'' setup time, and a constant value d, which can be thought of as an incremental forced setup time. Thus, if we denote the overall setup time at each queue as Z d , then
With these assumptions, we have z
and Equation (5) can be written as
Observe that the first term on the right-hand side of (16) is the expected waiting time that would prevail if there were no setup times; and the second term, which equals the incremental expected waiting time caused by the presence of the setup times (the setup-time delay), does not depend on the distribution of service times except for its mean. The value of d that minimizes this setup-time delay is given by
ͩ ͪ N 0 r T where (a) / Å max (0, a). Therefore, the anomaly (inserting forced idle time decreases expected waiting time) will occur if and only if
The right-hand side of (18) is minimized when N Å 1 (in which case the polling model reduces to a vacation model where the ''vacation'' is the setup time). Then the condition (18) 
2 ; hence in the symmetric polling model with exhaustive service, the anomaly cannot occur unless the original setup time Z is ''more variable'' than exponential. Condition (18) clearly confirms (see (2)) that the essential factor in this anomaly is the variance-to-mean ratio of the setup times, and the variance of the service times is irrelevant. That is, the insertion of a fixed forced idle time d to each setup time increases the mean setup time but not its variance; and this reduction in the variance-to-mean ratio of the setup times can, intuitively, make the cycle times less variable relative to the mean, thus ''smoothing'' the cycle times and thereby reducing the waiting times.
As a specific numerical example, suppose there are N Å 4 queues with constant service times with mean value 1 (b Å b (2) Å 1), and server utilization r T Å 0.8; and suppose that the setup times are described by (15) 
and the optimal setup-time delay, which is attained 
Proofs
Our proofs rely on a number of results derived in several previous papers. In the interest of brevity, we will draw freely from these papers, and provide specific references whenever an existing result is invoked. We begin with the expected-value version of the decomposition theorem for M/G/1 queues with generalized vacations (Fuhrmann and Cooper 1985; Propositions 3 and 4, pp. 1125 and 1126) :
where the first term on the right-hand side of (19) is the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula for the expected waiting time in an ordinary M/G/1 queue and K k is the number of waiting customers at queue k as seen by a randomlyselected customer who arrives at queue k during a ''vacation'' from queue k. If we interpret the intervisit time (defined as the time interval from the instant at which the server leaves queue k until the instant at which it next completes its setup at queue k) as the vacation from queue k, then it is easily shown (Srinivasan et al. 1995; Equation (36) , p. 163) that
where T k is the number of waiting customers at queue k at the start of a vacation from queue k, U k (possibly dependent on T k ) is the number of customers that arrive during the ensuing vacation, and X k Å T k / U k (the number of waiting customers at queue k when the server next completes its setup at queue k).
Observe that the evaluation of (20) depends only on the marginal distributions of (T k , X k ). It follows that we can (and will), for convenience, reinterpret X k and T k as the numbers of waiting customers at the start and, respectively, the end of the same visit of the server to queue k. To unify the discussion, we will further assume that
where {A kj : j ¢ 1} is, independent of X k , an i.i.d. sequence of nonnegative integer-valued random variables. In the case of exhaustive service, A kj Å 0 for all j; and for gated service, A kj is, for each j, distributed as the number of arrivals during a single service at queue k. Let A k denote an instance of A kj .
By conditioning on X k , it follows easily from (21) that (28) is convex in z. Differentiating (28) with respect to z and equating the resulting expression to zero yields (1). Formula (26) appears to be new and useful. It gives a unified representation (in terms of X k ) of the expected waiting time for any service discipline satisfying assumption (21) (see Fuhrmann 1992, §5 , for a related discussion of this assumption). In addition to the exhaustive and gated disciplines, other examples include binomially gated (Levy 1989 ) (every waiting customer at a polling epoch has a fixed probability of receiving service during a server visit) and round-robin with exponentially distributed service times and with a fixed service quantum (Fuhrmann 1981) . Our proofs in §3 can be easily adapted to derive optimal-setup-times results similar to Theorems 1 and 2 for other members of the class of service disciplines defined by (21).
Formula (26) is also helpful in clarifying the ''origin'' of Sarkar and Zangwill's anomaly. Notice that the only term in (26) that depends on the parameter z appears in the second term as
2E [X ] k which, interestingly, assumes the form of the expected forward-recurrence time of a discrete-time renewal process with its interevent times distributed as X k . It is intuitive (and it can be easily shown by an induction over cycles) that X k , being the number of waiting customers at queue k when the server next completes its setup at queue k, is a nondecreasing function of the individual setup times. It follows that both the numerator and the denominator in (30) are nondecreasing functions of z. Hence, an increase in z does not necessarily guarantee
